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James Stewart’s Calculus series is the top seller in the world because of its problem-
solving focus, mathematical precision and accuracy, and outstanding examples and 
problem sets. Selected and mentored by Stewart, Daniel Clegg and Saleem Watson 
continue his legacy of providing students with the strongest foundation for a STEM 
future. Their careful refinements retain Stewart’s clarity of exposition and make the 
9th edition even more usable as a teaching tool for instructors and as a learning tool 
for students. 

Stewart was an outstanding teacher and digital innovator. His content used in 
conjunction with the WebAssign eLearning platform and its new resources like ‘Explore 
It’ interactive learning modules, allow you to tailor your course with a wide range of 
assignment settings, add your own questions and content and access student and 
course analytics and communication tools. 

Showing that calculus is both practical and beautiful, the Stewart approach and 
WebAssign resources enhance understanding and build confidence for millions of 
students worldwide.

NEW! EXPLANATIONS AND EXAMPLES: Careful refinements throughout provide even 
greater clarity on key concepts such as computing volumes of revolution and setting 
up triple integrals.

NEW! WARM-UP EXERCISES: At the beginning of problem sets, new basic exercises 
reinforce key skills and build student confidence to prepare them for more rigorous 
exercises and conceptual understanding.

NEW! SUBHEADINGS: Additional subsections within chapters help instructors and 
students find key content more easily to make the text an even more helpful teaching 
and learning tool.

NEW! WEBASSIGN RESOURCES: New digital resources in WebAssign include ‘Explore It’ 
interactive learning modules, the MindTap reader for interactive and mobile eBook 
access, enhanced remediation support, and improved problem types.

PROBLEM-SOLVING EMPHASIS: George Polya’s problem-solving methodology is  
introduced at the beginning and reinforced throughout.

QUALITY EXERCISES: With more than 8000 exercises in all, each exercise set 
carefully progresses from skill-development problems to more challenging problems. 
The exercises develop conceptual understanding, including Concept Checks that 
request descriptions, conjectures and explanations, and Problems Plus that apply 
techniques from more than one chapter.
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Enrich the teaching and 
learning experience 
WebAssign is a flexible and fully customisable online instructional system for STEM  
disciplines that puts powerful tools in the hands of instructors. It enables you to 
create and deploy assignments, instantly assess individual student and whole 
class performance, and realise your teaching goals. WebAssign’s numerous  
product features are designed to provide you and your students with flexible 
online tools for measured learning.

Features & benefits
• Rely on unparalleled answer evaluation and grading 

WebAssign’s patented grading engine grades like a real instructor. The  
software behind the grading system is structured to understand and interact 
with mathematical language instead of forcing answer statements to fit a 
specific and inflexible framework. With the WebAssign grading system,  
students receive immediate and accurate feedback and enables you to focus 
on teaching instead of grading. 

• Manage assignments 
Selecting content for your assignments is simple. With WebAssign’s question  
browser you can choose questions from your adopted textbook and the free  
additional resources collection, as well as create or modify your own  
questions. Usage statistics for each question help you gauge the difficulty 
level and average time on task based on historical question use. 

• Assess performance with powerful analytics 
WebAssign gives you an analytical view of your students’ performance on 
questions and topics thoughout the course. Use Class Insights to tailor your 
classroom discussions to review topics your class may not understand, or 
identify specific students who may need extra help. This tool lets you  
configure all settings and is completely customisable to your cohort needs. 

• LMS integrations 
WebAssign integrates with your institution’s Learning Management System 
(LMS) for ease of use and can eliminate manual entry of routine data by 
linking your institution’s information systems to our software.

We partner with you to ensure 
your success with digital

Change can be daunting - but you’re not alone. 
The Digital Partnership Team is your #1 local 
resource for support and training in the  
functional use of Cengage eLearning platforms. 
Our aim is to smooth the process for you, and  
to help you make the most of the technology,  
for you and your students. We’re with you  
throughout your digital journey.

Cengage digital content integrates seamlessly 
with Learning Management Systems.

Find out more about the digital partnership team  
cengage.com.au/digital-partnership-team

cengage.com.au/webassign

For more information about WebAssign’s features and benefits, or  
to book a free demo, find your Cengage learning consultant at  
cengage.com.au/university/contact 

Students can use My Class Insights to check their individual 
performance and get more practice on tough topics.

“[WebAssign has] really good 
feedback, giving a full explanation 

of how to solve the problem –  
extremely helpful for learning.“

Student, Deakin University
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Saleem Watson is a Professor of Mathematics at California State University, Long Beach, specialising 
in the field of Functional Analysis. He received his Bachelor of Science degree from Andrews 
University in Michigan and did graduate studies at Dalhousie University and McMaster University, 
where he received his PhD under Stewart’s instruction. Watson co-authored the bestselling 
Precalculus: Mathematics for Calculus with Stewart and Redlin.

“Professor Stewart wanted students to read and understand his Calculus texts; he always kept students 
in mind when writing each sentence, example, or exercise. As his longtime co-authors, we can collectively 
say that Professor Stewart’s gentle and patient guidance was the key factor in the development of our own 
approach to textbook authorship.” 
–Saleem Watson

Daniel Clegg is a Professor of Mathematics at Palomar College and former colleague of Stewart’s. 
He received his B.A. in Mathematics from California State University, Fullerton and his M.A. in 
Mathematics from UCLA. He assisted Stewart with various aspects of his Calculus texts and 
co-authored Brief Applied Calculus with Stewart.

“I worked closely with Professor Stewart on many aspects of his Calculus texts for nearly two decades; he 
was a mentor and an inspiration for me in both writing and teaching Mathematics. A paragraph would be 
traded back and forth, revised and refined at each stage, until we felt it had been perfected, and the book 
emerged better for it. Writing with Jim was a truly gratifying experience.”
–Daniel Clegg 

Stewart Calculus titles will continue to provide students with the strongest foundation for a STEM 
future. Watson and Clegg noted, “. . . all our changes are aimed at making the text even more usable 
as a teaching tool for instructors and as a learning tool for students. At the same time, we are mindful 
that we should not abruptly change the successful style and character of the textbook.”

Before his passing in 2014, James Stewart was asked what advice he’d give Watson and Clegg. Stewart 
replied, “I trust you guys to carry it on. And I can’t think of anybody better to do that than you.”

NEW AUTHOR TEAM CONTINUES 
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Discover eLearning
Introduce the flexibility of digital to your classroom. Explore the 
possibilities of more than 20,000 course materials including eBooks, 
digital-first content and online solutions that work with your LMS 
cengage.com.au/university/instructor

Need an inspection copy or WebAssign demo?
Find your Cengage learning consultant
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Selected and mentored by James Stewart, Saleem Watson and Daniel Clegg will continue his bestselling 
Calculus series used by more than 8 million students over the past 15 years.

About the authors

THE LEGACY CONTINUES…
New Author Team for James Stewart Calculus Franchise

Selected and mentored by James Stewart, Saleem Watson and Daniel Clegg will continue his  
best-selling Calculus series used by more than 8 million students over the past 15 years. The  
new edition is expected to release in December 2019.
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For more information, visit: cengage.com/stewart
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